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Description and purpose of this research: 
In this thesis, I propose to make a study of 
Beethoven's use of contrapuntal devices, and more especially 
of the Fugue, in his late Piano Sonatas. It will include a 
brief history of the Fugue through Bach and a detailed ana-
lysis of that form in the Piano Sonatas, Op. 101, 106, 110, 
and 111. 
Curiosity, aroused by the apparent neglect of the 
late piano sonatas, prompted my interest in considering these 
works. After a cursory examination of tbe music, and pre-
liminary research in tbe fugal aspect of it, I found that 
while the piano sonatas bad been analyzed and discussed by 
masters such as Burk, Shedlock, Cockshoot, and Tovey, this 
particular stylistic feature had not received satisfactory 
prominence. Because of this, I felt there was need for a 
systematic study of contrapuntal devices, particularly the 
Fugue, in the late piano sonatas of Beethoven. A methodical 
synopsis of the available material will, it is hoped, inspire 
others with a deeper appreciation of these works. 
• 
OUTLINE 
Throughout all periods of his creative expression, Beethoven 
used contra9untal devices in increasing proportions until he 
finally succeeded in merging the fugue with the sonata. 
I. In his early sonatas Beethoven used contrapuntal devices· 
in a restricted manner as a means of creative expression. 
A. Contents of Sonatas in general. 
B. Peculiarities of Sonatas. 
II. In his late sonatas Beethoven used contrapuntal devices 




III. Beethoven merged the fugue and the sonata in the last 
period of his creative art. 
IV. Conclusion 
A. Beethoven's treatment of the fugue in 
his late piano sonatas. 
B. An analysis of the fugues in the piano 
sonatas, Opus 101, Opus lOo, Opus 110 
CHAPTER I 
IN HIS EARLY SONATAS BEETHOVEN USED CONTRAPUNTAL DEVICES IN 
A RESTRICTED MANNER AS A MEANS OF CREATIVE EXPRESSION 
11 The beautiful thing is that which, being seen, 
pleases; let us take it that it is the mind which is pleased." 
These profound words, attributed to Saint Thomas Aquinas, are 
also fitting for any consideration of the art which de~ights 
the ear as well as charms the eye and pleases the mind, for 
in all justice we can say: "The beautiful thing is that 
which, being heard, pleases; and let us take it that it is 
the mind which is pleased." 
Every new period in the life of a composer must suc-
cessfully come through the test of "being pleasing to the 
mind." This means, not only must the period be pleasing of 
itself, but also in its relation to bis life as a whole. In 
no section of a composer's life is this standard more diffi-
cult to attain than in the final one. 
In this thesis we are dealing mainly with the works 
of Beethoven's final period, in which he certainly "came 
through the test of being pleasing to the mind." It might 
be well tor us to treat briefly bis first two periods of 
composition collectively, and then go into detail about his 
third period, for it is there that we have found our "meat 
for discussion." 
2 
Beethoven's thirty-two piano sonatas are a manifesta-
tion of highest creative genius, and the only other works 
comparable with these are the forty-eight Preludes and Fugues 
of Bach's ~-Tempered Clavichord. It would be iaeal to ap-
proach the piano sonatas in conJunction with all of Beethoven's 
music; however, for the purpose of this thesis we shall take 
them by themselves, simply because they include masterpieces 
from each or tile important periods of his development. The 
differences which clearly reveal tne new point of view and 
new concerns lie in Beetnoven 1 s great varlevy ana wealth of 
formal treatment of problems of expression and of content~. 
His later sonatas have each a different character, but there 
is a lofty spirituality dominating all. "They are all un-
conventional, experimental, extremely bold and fantastic in 
their aims, extremely rich in ideas, extremely complicated.nl 
Yet Beethoven always succeeds in solving any problem which 
may arise because of these complications. He is the symbol 
of greatness in music. 
Spiritual and Aesthetical Content 
Beethoven's much-discussed periods do not fall into 
tidy arrangements as the expression implies - at times a 
sonata from an early period will suggest a more mature style 
1willi Apel, Masters of the Ketboard, (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 19~);-p. 2 2. 
of a sonata of his late period, and vice versa. Beethoven 
was always in progress, and so the phases of his combined 
spiritual and artistic growth are termed "cycles" rather 
than "periods." Marion Scott described the essence of these 
cycles thus: 
In the first, Beethoven saw the material world 
from the material standpoint; in the second, he 
saw the material world from the spiritual stand-
point; in the third, he saw th~ spiritual world 
from the spiritual standpoint. 
These distinctions are fundamental. The differentiations 
between the first and second periods are not difficult to 
understand when we consider his first and second composing 
periods as "early" and his third composing period as "late." 
Beethoven's late music exerts a great hold over the public 
mind. The reason for this is that his creative faculty 
moves in enormously enlarged dimensions and his expressions 
are the universal experiences of the human mind and spirit. 
In approaching his late sonatas, Beethoven looks steadfastly 
on the material world from a spiritual standpoint. Is it 
not more difficult to look on a spiritual world from a spir-
itual standpoint? Does not this require a transformation of 
consciousness? "To have such vision is to come into direct 
3 
contact with the Ultimate Reality, to break free from the 
natural world, and, as it were, to enter into direct communica-
2Burnett James, Beethoven and Human Destiny, (London: 
Phoenix House, 1960), p. iii. ---
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tion with the Godhead. 11 3 For man, the final break into the 
world of the spirit is the hardest, most terrifying experience 
of all, even though it leads in the end to eternal blessedness. 
The years 1812-1818 are termed Beethoven's non-produc-
tive years. Continuous poor health, lack of money, lawsuits 
over his nephew, plus an increasing deafness which kept him 
apart from society, all helped to make these years miserable 
for Beethoven. But to make these trials the reason for his 
creative silence or the transformation that was revealed when 
he again plunged into composition is wrong ••• these were to 
be his 11portion11 for the best part of his life, but in no 
way fundamental to his spiritual life at this most critical 
period. These years were not barren - to them belong (we 
are limiting ourselves to piano sonatas) the Sonatas in E 
minor and A major. These two works, although strong and ori-
ginal compositions, seem to be the result of the creative vi-
tality of the end of his early period. In these works be de-
velops stylistically, but his transformation is not complete. 
11It seems as though the creative energies of the second period 
could not be st1lled. 114 
It is impossible for Beethoven to make an advance in 
spirituality without an advance in creativeness. His life 
and his art are indivisible, for one is a revelation of the 
3 Ibid., p. 112. 4Burnett James, !!E.•...£1!•, p. 114. 
other. It is impossible to study the Bb major Sonata and 
not see revealed all that we can know of the spiritual cri-
sis through which Beethoven passed before he came to the 
understanding of the spiritual world from a spiritual stand-
point. This sonata is a record of Beethoven's spiritual 
journey that led from the second half of his early period to 
his later period by way of some five years of comparative 
silence. He had yet to learn that "only through the complete 
transcendence of self can the personality achieve ultimate 
liberation and enter into the freedom of the spiritual 
world."5 In the second half of his early composing period 
his conflicts and victories arose largely from the opposi-
tion of spirit and nature; but in his late composing period, 
material necessity no longer exists and so the opposition 
and conflicts have no place. Therein lies the unique spir-
itual quality of his late music. The transition from the 
latter half of his first period to his late period is most 
obvious ••• his five Piano Sonatas (Opus 101-111), are per-
fectly distinct from any of the earlier ones, not only in 
individuality but in a sort of mystical quality - a sense of 
"leaning towards the Infinite." 
One of the most significant !acts for the understand-
ing of Beethoven is that his works show an organic development 
5 ~·• p. 120. 
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up till the very end. The greatest music Beethoven ever wrote 
is found in his late period, because the older Beethoven lived 
the more profound was what be had to say. His music developed 
continually because "it was the expression of an attitude to-
wards life that bad within it the possibility of indefinite 
growtb."6 
Beethoven, because of his character and personality, 
was impervious to criticism, ignorant of conventions, impolite 
and sometimes gruff. He accepted none of the mannerisms of 
his time, and it is doubtful if be was even aware of their 
existence. Sullivan states: 
We have in the person of Beethoven ••• a musical genius 
with all the conditions for writing great music. He 
bas a realization of the ultimate character of life, 
he has a force adequate to any trial, however arduous, 
his growth will be free from the distorting effects 
of mere convention, and his response is pure and sin-
cere to a wide range of experience. No other musician 
who bas ever lived has united so many advantages.7 
In regard to his isolation from society, Sullivan com-
ments that his only escape was to reach out to the Father, to 
God the Companion, or to merge his aspirations into those of 
mankind at large. During this period he wrote the Hammer-
klavier and we may suppose that he began to realize that his 
separation from the world was his entry into a more exalted 
region. The undying energy of the fugue of Opus 106 can be 
6J. w. N. Sullivan, Beethoven, (New York: American 
Library of World Literature, 1949), P• 38. 
7Ibid. 
used to say what it has said over and over again ••• the last 
words of Beethoven. It does not in its spiritual content be-
long to his late works - neither does it belong to his early 
works. It stands alone, "a great and grim memorial to the 
long and painful journey between the 1wo worlds. 11 8 
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In the first movement of Opus 106 Beethoven is a great 
solitary, hardened by suffering, yet courageous and resolute ••• 
a man no longer attempting to convey warm human confidences, 
a man no longer joyful that victory is ahead; a man without 
humor. In the slow movement Beethoven is deliberately cold 
and impersonal, but in the Largo be becomes a miracle worker. 
After the Largo he chooses the fugue to show that there is 
still life left. He exhausts its resources to keep it mov-
ing to the climax ••• tben, an interruption- a few bars dolce 
and cantabile, and be dives into a headlong rush. The great-
ness of Beethoven is shown in the fact that having passed 
through an experience that left him so little to express, evi-
dence proves that be expressed much. 
Material and Textural Content 
Beethoven not only wanted and was able to write son-
atas - be bad to write them, be needed this medium. One 
cannot fail to see the new and original when meeting Beethoven 
eye to eye in the piano sonatas. Clementi was responsible 
for rescuing the piano sonata, somewhat overshadowed by the 
great development of chamber and orchestra! music - and thus 
enabling the young Beethoven to get a firm start. Clementi's 
influence appears in the pianistic setting and in the variety 
and logic of the development sections. In Beethoven's works 
written before his lessons with Haydn, which began at the 
end of 1792, there is scarcely any counterpoint, but predom-
inantly figurative writing, including auxiliary notes of all 
kinds, arpeggio movements, runs, movement in parallel thirds, 
etc. There are also sections of contrapuntal writing (double 
counterpoint, canon, inversion of parts) in these works, bow-
ever, these sections are merely fragmentary, very short. 
8 
It was the problem of sonata that almost for a decade 
occupied the mind of Beethoven. On comparison of his sonatas 
with those of his great predecessors, we realize that he was 
not concerned with lessening the old, strict form, but that 
on the contrary, in spite of his impetuosity and his change 
of style, he strengthened the old form. Haydn was, for Bee-
thoven, a valued guide whose counsels opened his mind to the 
great problems of composition, key-scheme, and musical archi-
tecture. During the first half of his early composing period, 
Beethoven scrupulously conformed to custom, limiting himself 
to an occasional imitation of Haydn, who preferred to con-
struct his sonatas in three movements. This imitation is 
rather in form than in substance. His style matured and 
altered as he grew in life. He began with the best style of 
his day (Haydn and Mozart); with melodies that because of 
their qualities may have sounded as if they belonged to 
9 
Haydn and Mozart, but which fully reveal the future Beethoven. 
Not too new is the terseness and concentrated energy 
1•i th which the whole first movement of the First Sonata is 
developed from the principle motive. This is true Beethoven. 
Here we see the first and most crucial contribution that be 
brought to music. In a certain sense the structural laws of 
the sonata gain in significance and the elements of form 
yield precedence to the thematic elements. In some cases, 
these laws themselves are used thematically or even melodic-
ally. The tunes of Beethoven are indeed rich and comprehen-
sive in expression and feeling, but each one of them gives 
us the impression that it has its own personality, due to 
the strength and firmness of its construction. Thus, what 
we call the development of Beethoven's art can only be pro-
perly understood provided we realize the fundamental principle 
of organic construction remained for him the same through 
every period of his creative life, and that the content of 
his works, up to the very end, consists of music and nothing 
else. Never at any time was there a downright change; there 
was only cumulative growth. Each period of his music con-
tained all that had gone before, and the living structure or 
each individual work is developed to the point at which its 
essential character is most clearly defined. 
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All that Beethoven did for the sonata is his own per-
sonal achievement; he stood alone, with nothing but his own 
personal strength to rely upon. He emerged slowly and care-
fully in the direct path he chose as the more perfect way to 
a more perfect art. In his first three sonatas, many of the 
themes are pure Haydn, but their development is purely Bee-
thoven. He faithfully followed his model up to a certain 
point and then began to reflect, to examine the themes from 
every angle, adding a good bit to the length and the import-
ance of the development sections, revealing in a very defi-
nite manner the new paths into which he was to lead the art 
of music. "Nothing is more typical of his genius than this 
unique power to make much of little, to build from tiny units 
musical structures of immense proportions, coherence and 
grandeur."9 
Beethoven was born at the time of revolution, and 
it was this spirit of revolution that was felt foremost in 
his personality and therefore in his music. He brushed a-
side the existing rules, but in their place he put something 
more profound, more tremendous. He was a tone-weaver, a poet 
in music; to him, "his music was not merely a pattern of 
York: 
9Ernest Hutcheson, The Literature of ~ Piano, (New 
Alfred A. Knopf, 1952T, p. 86. 
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sounds nor even merely an aural means of self-expression. It 
10 
was a moral and an ethical power." 
That Beethoven succeeded at a time when all culture 
was menaced with disintegration, in firmly establishing form, 
was due to his creative genius. This was subject to his 
will and not dependent on any sociological condition what-
ever. But in this be certainly stood alone, visible from 
afar in the greatness and uniqueness of his personality. 
His humanity is so entirely merged in his works, so entirely 
objective, so universal, that it is almost impossible to 
realize that he was a human being endowed with individual 
characteristics. Fundamentally, his object was always the 
same, be never rested until he bad found the simplest, the 
most absolute and objectively the most valid form for each 
and every musical phrase. A glance at bis Sketch Books will 
prove the worth of this statement. 
Whether or not we can say that we understand Beethoven 
depends upon whether or not we can discern in his early works 
the original contribution that he brought to music. In his 
early Pianoforte sonatas we are conscious of the close sym-
pathy that the master of improvisation felt for his instru-
ment. Here he was free; here those thoughts came to him that 
gave the most exact expression to all that moved him inwardly. 
10
wilfrid Mellers, The Sonata Principle, (New Jersey: 
Essential Books, Inc., 1957T; p. 53. 
This it was that, even in those early days, enabled him to 
compose such a work as Opus 10, No. 3 in D major. In this, 
one of the greatest works of this period, Beethoven uses 
a fugal development which evolves from four notes. In the 
Largo of this particular work we find the full grandeur of 
Beethoven's soul revealed. It is contemporaneous with the 
12 
first attacks of his deafness, and in it his personal pain 
becomes the good of all. "Never until this work had Beethoven 
realized the classic plenitude of a lyric form in which the 
exigencies of his Ego and the majesty of impersonal law are 
fused into one."11 
"The interest of the Pathetique Sonata resides, not 
so much in the music itself as in the architecture,"12 It 
is the first of the sonatas to open with an introduction 
and is the "most advanced in structure of all the works of 
13 Beethoven's first period." His 11pathetique 11 period in 
pianoforte music closes with Opus 13, and he turns for a 
time to definitely cheerful subjects. The two sonatas of 
Opus 14 and that in Bb major, Opus 22 prove his power to 
express gayety. It is in the latter work that Beethoven 
achieves • ••• as pure a normality as an art-form can maintain 
11Romain Rolland, Beethoven the Creator, (New York: 
Harper & Brothers, 1929), p. 129. ---
12 Vincent D'Indy, Beethoven, (Boston: Boston Music 
Co., 1913), p. 23. 
13Ibid. 
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without losing its individual life.n14 
From 1801 we can trace the beginnings of a break with 
the processes previously employed; the shaking off of imita-
tion. Here Beethoven seems to have abandoned all previous 
rules; twice be experiments in writing sonatas in which not 
even a trace remains of the sonata-form: Opus ao and Opus 27, 
No. 1. He marks them "quasi una fantasia." This seems to 
imply that Beethoven was now willing to admit into his com-
positions as a whole, the random inspirations of the moment. 
This represents a substantial step forward, for here we have 
not formlessness but rather a departure from the ordinary 
sonata-form. This work aims for "inward fusion through pro-
gressive continuity." 15 
Beethoven in 1802 was not satisfied with the works 
be had written thus far, and stated that he intended to 
open out a new path. It is in this second half of his early 
period of composition" ••• wben his creative power was at its 
zenith, when his genius bad reached its fullest maturity, 
16 yet showed no signs of waning," that Beethoven arrived at 
that "style and musical expression which have forever become 
14nonald Tovey, A Co;aanion to Beethoven's Piano Sonatas, 
(London: Royal Schoo1s-oT sic, 1~8) p. 82. 
15 John N. Burk, The Life and Works of Beethoven, (New 
York: The Modern Library; ~);-p. 42~. --
16Edward Perry, Descriptive Analysis of Piano Works, 
(Philadelphia: T. Presser Co., 1902), p. 64:-
associated with his name.•17 Here there is far more spon-
taneity and true musical effect. In the first half of his 
early works Beethoven wrote merely music, now it is life 
of which he writes. He bas felt, be bas loved, he bas suf-
fered, and without knowing it, bas let his music reflect 
his feelings, his emotions, and his sufferin@S• In this 
particular period we have music from the very depths of 
his being, broader, stronger, perhaps even his most fin-
ished works, Thus, these have become for most people the 
best known and loved of classical music. "In their beauty 
of design and tone they have never been equalled, nor is it 
probable that any other art can show a wider range of 
thought embodied in a more perfect form,nl8 
All through life Beethoven bad the "triad tune" habit. 
He began Sonatas Opus 1 and Opus 2 with chord-arpeggio tunes. 
This triad habit, however, was especially marked during the 
central part of his career, being found running through the 
scherzo of the Eb Fantasia Sonata, Opus 27, No. 1, and the 
first two movements of the D minor Sonata, Opus 31, No. 2. 
Again, this source-motive is carried through the Appassion-
ata Sonata, Opus 57. B~hoven lived in an age when it was 
as natural for composers to use the triad and the diatonic 
17 Willi Apel, Masters of the Ke~board, (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1958T,-p7 21 • 
18 Encyclopedia Britannica, (England: University 
Press, 1911), P• 648. 
scale for subject matter as it is for the composers of today 
to use the chromaticism, polytonality, and atonality. It 
1$ 
was natural for Beethoven to found much of his music on chord-
arpeggio and scale progressions. The thing that astonishes 
one is that be could use these simple patterns over and over, 
and yet be so rich and resourceful as to compel one to leave 
unrecognized the frequency of his essential repetitions, and 
thus empb.size the basic principle of economy of material. 
It is astonishing to notice bow this greatest of all 
composers could continually utilize the same simple design 
in so many instances and yet at the same time make it so new 
and exciting. This Beethoven did by disguising his patterns 
by changes of accent, rhythm, tonality, harmony, counterpoint, 
phrasing, augmentation, diminution, turning it upside down, 
or beginning it on each degree of the scale. 
One of Beethoven's favorite source-motives is, in es-
sence, like so many of his themes, a scale tune. He seldom 
employed this pattern in an obvious way, but oftentimes made 
use of it as an inconspicuous part of a motive, or made it 
overlap by two adjacent ones. Had he always let the pattern 
correspond with some figure or motive in his subject matter, 
this device would have been instantly recognized and would 
have resulted in monotony. This scale-tune source-motive 
consists of a fa!l of four consecutive notes joined by a rise 
16 
of three. The beginning of the scherzo of the C major Sonata, 
Opus 2, No. 3, starts with it; the Pathatique, in the second 
subject of the first allesro varies the smooth design with 
different phrasing and repeated notes. In the theme of the 
variations which open the Sonata in Ab, Opus 26, the repeti-
tion is disguised by a grace note, compression within a 
single bar, and a rapid finish • This grace nota idea 
worked so well that Beethoven decided to use it again in the 
allegro ~ ~ of the Waldstein Sonata. Here it is pres-
ent in a very simple manner in the second subject. It is 
also noticeable in the theme of the variations which seems, 
at first, to be no tune at all. Yet when analysed, the 
source-motive amounts to another scale tune which is found 
running between the treble and bass. It is also found in 
the opening movement of the F major Sonata, Opus 54, as a 
large part of the second subject. The more frequently Bee-
thoven used this pattern, the harder was the task of dis-
guising the source-motive and making it seem new each time. 
Hadow in his essay, Beethoven, says, "There is no composer 
who repeats himself so seldom who makes less use of the 
formula." But is it not true that never has there been an-
other composer who made such extended usa of the formula in 
his principle subjects than Beethoven? We find it again be-
ginning the E minor Finale, Opus 90. 
Was this source-motive used by Beethoven consciously 
17 
or unconsciously? This would seem to be a bone of contention 
for some historians; however, Beethoven was the foremost 
improvisator of his age, and one of his special gifts seemed 
to be his power to grasp swiftly and unerringly the utter-
most implications of any theme. He made it a habit to incor-
porate his thematic material so fully into consciousness as 
to become aware of its farthest implications and possibilities. 
It would seem impossible that Beethoven's mind, so analytic 
and self-critical, could have been unconscious of the signi-
ficance of even a single phrase in any of his principle sub-
jects. No doubt the original idea often sprang from Bee-
thoven's unconsciousness, but we must remember that his first 
thoughts were far from his best. His Sketch Books are posi-
tive proof of this. As Schauffler states: "They (his thoughts) 
wereobliged to go through a long and painful period in the 
'purgatorio' of his active brain before the~ were ready for 
the 'paradiso• of his perfect work.nl9 
Beethoven's music from Opus 50 to Opus 60 represents 
the consummation of his art. Everything, " ••• contents, 
form, presentation, the proportions of the movements and 
their inter-relation, combines to form a perfectly harmonious 
wbole."20 His later works reveal further developments and 
19 R. H. Schauffler, Beethoven, (New York: Doubleday, 
Doran & Co. Inc., 1929), p. 6o8. 
20Edwin Fischer, Beethoven's Pianoforte Sonatas, 
(London: Faber & Faber, 1959), P• 69. 
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achieve greater heights in one respect or another, but as 
far as the perfect balance is concerned, the works between 
Opus 50 and Opus 60 represent the summit. The work Sonata 
Opus 53 i~ pianistically speaking, the one in which Beethoven 
appears to be more at home in a style which he felt to be 
new, a style which grew incompatible with that of his early 
period. In this monumental. work, Beethoven is content with 
two movements only, though of vast proportions. Knowing 
the power that Beethoven had of developing small themes, 
one cannot but be amazed at the slender threads on which 
the rondo is built. 
Coming almost like an interlude between the Waldstein 
and the Appassionata ia the Sonata in F major, Opus 54. 
It is difficult and rather enigmatic in character, and is 
utterly unlike any other work of Beethoven. The first move-
ment is irregular in form and is full of character, rugged 
and inaccessible, in which 
••• two diverse subjects are set one against the 
other, in direct and unmeditated opposition with-
out ever attaining to any fusion, such as Beethoven 
might have and could have brought about, had he 
wished to 2£ so ••• The Finale ••• bears the imprint 
of genius. 
We have a perfect mirror-view of Beethoven in the 
Sonata in F minor, Opus 57, where he completely and start-
21william Behrend, Ludwig van Beethoven's Pianoforte 
Sonatas, (New York: E. P. Dutton~Co., 1927), p. 103. 
lingly bares his emotional nature. His first and last move-
ments know no restraint except that which directs the utmost 
power, In the first movement, the pdnciple theme is made 
up of the tonic chord of F minor. There is a repetition, 
but from this, Beethoven leaps without transition into a 
foreign key. To enter upon the development without repeat-
ing the exposition was a novelty in Beethoven's structure, 
but it was dictated by musical common sense, Development, 
recapitulation and coda terminate the movement, Is there 
anJthing beyond this? Can any more be achieved? Yes, the 
quiet beauty of the Andante offers welcome relief from the 
stormy passion of the first movement, and now the process 
19 
of variation is put to work. The first variation moves in 
eighth notes, the second in sixteenths, and the third in 
thirty-seconds. This last leads to a restatement of the 
theme with modifications, and eventually we are projected 
into the Allegro, which turns out to be another huge sonata-
form which consists of the exposition, the development, and 
the recapitulation followed by a catastrophic coda which 
might be termed "indescribable," 
As if the Appassionata had received the utmost be 
could give to music for the piano, Beethoven turned away 
from sonatas for a time. "In the ten years that followed 
the Appassionata, only four sonatas were forthcoming, and 
22 these bad more lyric beauty and charm than substance." 
In Opus 78 and Opus 79, Beethoven seems to strive 
20 
for a certain "delicacy" of detail and humor, and yet wants 
to give the impression of strength. All of Beethoven's music 
is manly. In the Sonata, Opus 8la, where " ••• emotion is 
compelled to rise to the surface, the note of manliness dom-
inates everything."23 This is one of Beethoven's profound-
est works, and 
••• in it we find the interwoven style which was met 
in Opus 78, in which everything is interrelated. 
Beethoven's style is rapidly approaching to the 
enormous concentratiR~ and not less expansiveness 
of his third period.~ 
Sonata, Opus 90, in E minor was written after five 
years of silence, and resembles the preceding sonatas in 
that " ••• the correct gesture and the genuine expression of 
affection are both present and hard to disentangle.n25 The 
whole point of this sonata lies in the contrast between a 
movement, "full of passion and lonely energy," and a movement 
"devoted to the utmost luxuriance of lyric melodies developed 
in Rondo Form."26 In this Rondo, Beethoven introduces streams 
22 Burk, ££• cit., p. 435. 
23c. Tovey, Beethoven Sonatas for the Pianoforte, 
(London: Royal Schools of Music), p.b"9'.--
24Ibid. 
25Burk, it 440 ££· .£..._•' p. • 
26Tovey, ~· cit., p. 198 •. 
of trills, suggesting that for him at least, nearthly love 
was a necessary step towards heavenly love. 1127 
One reason why Beethoven's music in this particular 
period is so successfully therapeutic for us, is that it 
was therapeutic for him. His sonatas have a wealth and 
depth of ideas, and an air of inevitability so that the most 
21 
surprising dramatic contrasts seem to grow out of one an-
other as by some law of nature. His music gives to the future, 
examples of bow sonata-form may abide strictly by means of 
its architectural scheme, yet go on climactically from phrase 
to phrase without the least suggestion of let-down. 
According to Wagner, the most unmistakable sign of 
Beethoven's genius is his nmiraculous faculty for creating 
worlds out of notbingness.n28 In his early works Beethoven,. 
as has already been mentioned, harmonizes his melodies by 
suspensions, while in his later works be gives each succes-
sive note a new harmony. In his !# major Sonata, Opus 78, 
be created the absolute musician's sonata. Foreshadowing 
the style of his later period, be didn't worry about bow 
effective it would be for the performer, nor bow easy it 
be on the audience; he was concerned with music for its own 
sake. 
27w. Mellers, The Sonata Principle, (New Jersey: 
Essential Books, Inc.~957), p. ?o. 
28 Schauffler, ~· cit., p. 220. 
In the sonata, Opus 8la, the first two movements show 
a certain lack of spontaneity, but a glance at the music 
22 
will show with what ingenuity he constructed almost the whole 
first movement out of thr&e notes. (3, 2, 1) According to 
the "rules" of his time, Beethoven should have given a cer-
tain contrast between first and second subjects. However, 
there is a definite lack of contrast. Is this not a step 
towards freeing the sonata-form from the existing "rules"? 
In Beethoven we have a successful fusion of a roman-
ticist and a classicist. His works of the latter half of 
the first composing period foreshadow his late works in a 
roughness at times verging on brutality, a certain indiffer-
ence to practical concert effects, a novel plasticity of 
form, a fugal tendency, and a certain religious exaltation. 
Peculiarities 
Beyond the peculiar and individual characteristics 
which distinguish his works and makes them "his," there are 
definite peculiarities in Beethoven's way of working that 
might be mentioned here. 11He was not a wild radical - he 
did not alter for the mere pleasure of alteration, or just 
to be original.n29 This is evident from the length of time 
he held off his publications, and from the influence of 
29George Grove, Dictions~ of Music and Musicians, 
(London: Macmillan & Co., 1900~ P: 106. 
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Mozart shown in some of his works. His alterations grew grad-
ually from the forms which were in use in his day. He was 
less bound by the forms and musical rules, and more swayed 
by the thought which be bad to express, and the directions 
which the thought took in his mind. His vehicle was the 
sonata form. 
The composers of sonatas before Beethoven bad con-
fined themselves within the very narrow range of keys, whereas 
Beethoven adopted very different relations in respect to 
the change of key from one movement to another. In regard 
to the first movement, the first theme was in the tonic, 
and if major, was answered by a second theme in the dominant. 
If the sonata was in C, the second theme would be in G; if 
minor, the answer would be in the relative minor (c minor 
would be answered in Eb). There was a similar restriction 
ruling the second movement ••• it was usually in the subdomin-
ant (if the key of the piece were C, it would be F). 
Out of eighty-one works in sonata form, Beethoven 
makes the transition to the dominant only three 
times; to the sub-dominant nineteen times; to the 
mediant four times; and to the submediant thirty 
times. From tonic major to tonic minor he cbanges30 
twelve times, and from minor to major eight times. 
His favorite change was evidently to the submediant, a key 
less closely related to the tonic and more remote than the 
usual key. 
30 Ibid., p. 167. 
Regarding the relation of first and second themes, be 




usual change to the dominant occurs seventeen times; to 
31 
mediant three times; and to the submediant three times." 
The predecessors of Beethoven selected a theme, then 
were accustomed to insert passages of an entirely different 
character between the themes themselves ••• there was a defi-
nite break. Beethoven took phrases which were parts of the 
main theme and used them to his advantage. Thus be gave to 
his sonatas unified and consistent movements which gave the 
appearance of having grown that way. Beethoven, because he 
had something of importance to say on the subject which the 
rules did not give him time and place to say, and which he 
could not leave unsaid, made alterations and additions to 
tbe usual forms. 
Beethoven's ideas were too large to be contained 
within the usual limits, and so he necessarily enlarged 
these limits. He regarded his music as the expression of 
tbese ideas, and what he felt, he said, both in music and 
in speech, In his music be was laborious, painstaking, and 
never satisfied till he had conveyed his ideas in a language 
that was understood, 
31 8 Ibid,, p. 10 • 
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His Scherzos differ from the Minuet used by Haydn and 
Mozart ••• not in form, but in character. The chief attri-
butes of the Scherzo are jest and humor. Beethoven expressed 
its presto style with most brilliant effect. 
Hurried, sprightly rhythms, sudden sharp accents, 
shifting of the accents by syncopation, clever 
use of staccato, great leaps in the melodic line, 
violent dynamic contrasts are th~~any character-
istics of the Beethoven Scherzo. 
Beethoven used variations to a very great extent. His 
favorite plan is to keep the harmonic basis of the theme and 
then modify and embellish the melody. This type of variation 
is to be found in almost every work of his late period, and 
also in almost every work of the latter half of his early 
period. Mozart and Haydn used it before him, so it cannot 
be said to be his "own"; but there is a kind of variation 
which is very definitely his "own" in which everything under-
goes a change - rhythm, melody, and harmony. Never does the 
individual theme go into obscurity; it remains clearly pres-
ent throughout the work. 
Beethoven raised the art of variation to an artistic 
level which has never been surpassed and be made it 
the vehicle for some of the most profound and bea~ni­
ful things which have ever been uttered in music. 
Beethoven made it (variation form) an " ••• infinitely flexible, 
32 Hugo Leichtentritt, Musical Forms, (Cambridge: 
Harv.rd University Press, 1959), p. bj.--
33 ( c. D. Davie, Musical Structu!! and Design, London: 
Dennis Dobson, 1953), p. 132. 
subtle, sensitive, and eloquent medium for expression the 
innermost mysteries of his being.n34 
Of fugues, Beethoven wrote but few, and these were 
near the end of his musical career, but he always knew just 
bow and where to introduce fusato or a bit of contrapuntal 
work. His fugal writing for the piano contains some of his 
most characteristic music and marks an original and power-
ful contribution to musical composition. The fugal aspect 
of Beethoven's works will be treated at length in another 
chapter. 
34 Schauffler, ~· cit., P• 79. 
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CHAP'.rER !! 
Ill HIS LATER SOliATAS BEETHOVEN USED COliTBAPUHTAL DEVICES IIi A 
COMPLEX COKTRAPUJI'TAL TEXTURE AS A MEAlfS OF CREATIVE EXl'RESSIOli 
The devices used by Beethoven 1n his early works by no 
means exhaust his contrapuntal powers. These merely attempt 
to portray the mechanisms and styles, the internals and ex-
ternals as used in his early piano :ausic. Same of the earlier 
sonatas place the emphasis on virtuoso effects rather than 
contrapuntal delineation or an underlTing structure. out-
wardly, lll\lch or this music is homophonic rather than poly-
phonic: but these passages somet:lllles conceal a canon or some 
other form of contrapuntal foundation. Some are so subtle that 
they are almost imperceptible. 
In Beethoven's later period of composition he reduced 
the number of works but he expanded the content and dimensions. 
In these compositions we find two new characteristics: a com-
plex contrapuntal texture and a strong feeling for the cyclic 
use of the same or closely related themes on several movements, 
making each of these enormous works a unified whole. He char-
acteristically worked out themes and motifs to the utmost of 
their potentialities. In other words, he carried to extreme 
limits his earlier technic of motivic development, thus reflect-
29 
ing the possibilities or thematic variation. 
The Piano Sonata, Opus 101, is reminiscent or nothing 
that had previously been written. It is a work of almost ro-
mantic freedom and apparent sketchiness, yet it is classic to 
the core. The logic of construction is so concentrated and 
seamless that the caesurae between the individual sections 
are completely covered. This sonata is, in its movements per-
fectly balanced. After such a first movement, the climax in 
the last, which the 'idea' of the work demands, could only be 
realized by means or a fague. 
Every one of the movements or Opus 106 is a sheer 
marvel or endurance, of the unflagging adherence to the work-
ing out of symphonic-thematic ideas; it is gigantic in the 
magnitude or its plan and content. The slow movement is the 
longest or its kind, and the final fague is the first or those 
polyphonic devices peculiar to the late Beethoven. A work 
like this cannot be repeated and the following two sonatas, 
Opus 109 and Opus 110 are less gigantic in dimensions, although 
they are equally searching in content. Their sonata construc-
tion is exemplary in its precise and yet almost undetectable 
architecture. They show a return to more manageable dimensions, 
though their spesific gravity is not thereby any less. In them, 
sonata-form, particularly that or the first movements, is often 
overlooked. 
30 
It has been said that the Ab Sonata. Opus 110. is a 
•return to old ttaes• (vide Thayer and Bekker). Actually. it 
is as .ach as the preceding one. genius last-style Beethoven. 
It is just the transparent. almost immaterial texture. and 
the delicacy ot contour and tenderness ot expression of the 
smallest phrase ot this second subject that is most truly re-
presentative ot his late style. 
In the sonata. Opus 111. Beethoven by a strange coin-
cidence returned tor the first ttae to the structural principle 
of his first piano sonata. i.e •• he developed the whole ot the 
first moveaent out of a single theae. He preceded it with an 
introduction aaestoso. which 1n its rhytbaic and h~onic 
pathos is a little reminiscent of the Pathetique. but at the 
same tt.e foreshadows very different things. It introduces 
the movement 1n the truest sense of the word• more so than in 
the case ot the Pathetique. The concentration ot emotions and 
energies is such that all conventions had to be thrown over-
board and the majestic first moveaent was followed by a relax-
ation 1n remote spiritual regions. Bothing could be said attar 
these celestial utterances. least of all a scherzo or a sturdy 
finale. The sonata ia as finished• as complete as any other 
co.position. even though the contrast between the moments ot 
tremendous concentration 1n the first movement and the balance 
and serenity of the second are not united 1n a finale. This 
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enormous concentration of the first movement called for a 
complete relaxation which here, however, led to regions from 
which there was no return. The second movement carries us 
into the infinite; trom the fourth variation, in which the 
theme is presented alternatelt in the baas, in shadowy synco-
pated chords, and high in the treble, it is clear that from 
bere there is no possibility of return. Beethoven gives us a 
series of trills from wbicb fragments of the theme seem to 
detach themselves. The theme reappears twice in its original 
form, but is accompanied by arpeggios and semi-quaver figures 
••• tbe bigbest type of spiritualization • 
Beethoven was tbe first to take tbe sonata out of the 
apbere of precise tor.alism and 1Dfuae into it the warmth of 
buman emotions. His sonatas are complete perfect organisms 
reflecting and conveying to all wbo can fathom them, most 
potent aessagea and secreta of one great heart and soul and 
mind to the minds of all others. Thus these piano sonatas 
remain tbe grandest, as they are the most perfect, works of 
their order. Beethoven was one ot those composers wbo car-
ried an idea in his imagination tor 7eara and even tor 
decades. Some of the moat typical 1 iunovations 1 of his 
final works are present in lesser known works of his youth. 
Beetboven1 s late works, when compared with his earlier 
ones, show nothing new fundamentally, but only a step-
32 
decisive, no doubt - fUrther along the path he had followed 
from the beginning. He began by animating the dead framework 
ot form with living breath of melody; he ended by concealing 
it. 
In Opus 101, the first of those much discussed works, 
the last piano sonatas, we find that he makes frequent use 
of Imitation. This can readily be seen in the excerpts 
pictured below: 
-------
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For a glimpse of his fragmentary use of imitation the 
following passages are illustrative. 
ritard. -
... -
His use of the Canon in this Opus is clearly depicted. 
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Beethoven does not alter to any great extent the types 
of contrapuntal devices be uses in Op. 106; be merely en-
larges the content. In Op. 101, his imitations are short, 
concise, and sometimes fragmentary, whereas in Op. 106, they 
are expanded and enlarged. Not only does he use 1ll1 tation as 
a device, but he also adds a variation of that imitation. 
This is clearly shown in the example below when the figure 
composed of tour quarter notes, reading G D F:# A, is imitated 
with variation by broken octaves. 
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Beethoven's imaginati~n dwelt on beighta far above his 
contemporaries. He takes a theme, develops it, imitates it, 
plays, even jokes with it, but in the final analysis the 
circle is complete as it returns to tae original theme. In 
the picture below is shown bow a simple eight bar melody, a, 
in the ~oprano becomes the imitative instrument for the bass, 
b, beginning on the third beat of measure a. Another eight 
., 
bar melody e appears, but in the sixth measure it skips up a 
third instead of a. fourth. 
In this eight-bar melody, 1abeled a, Beethoven allows 
this theae to become the bass b for the next eight measures 
at a tour.th below syncopated cherds. Another eight bar 
mel.od:r appears c, but 1n the sixth measure he allows the 
II 
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drop of a fifth instead of a third. 
8 4 .. l .IL I 
In the next example, be states his theme in the first 
two measures, then uses imitation in the next two measures. 
He varies his theme by the use of a triplet on the last 
unit or the beat. 
37 
1Aceording to Pratt, counterpoint exists when ~melodies 
can be simultaneously combined so as to be concordant 1 or i~ 
discordant {the combination) will still be satisfactory or 
effective... As a rule, Beethoven uses counterpoint more in-
cidentally than with consistent deliberation. In his later 
. 
sonotas, his harmonic method is expressive, tree, and con-
trasting. He modifies details so as to heighten the emo-
tional effect. In the first example given below, he states 
the main theme over a bass counterpoint which continues 
through a statement of the couter-subject theme (b). 
ID the second example below, measures: 1-4 give the 
plain melody while the bass moves contrapuntally for 4 bars. 
b I 
s{ld I 
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A Canon is a work or passage in which a subject, after being 
stated in one voice, is separated note for note or interval 
for interval by another voice, or by several voices in sue-
cession. 
The first example shows Beethoven's treatment of the 
canon in four parts produced by doubling in interlocking 
tenths. 
-------
The second example shows the same theme in canonic 
imitation with double third. 
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In this third example, Beethoven adheres to the rigid 
rule of the Canon while introducing the fanciful flexibility 
of the fugue, tne most elaborate of contrapuntal forms, whose 
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Opus 109 . 
Tnis sonata in~ Major is one of the most arresting 
innovations in Sonata-form even for Beethoven, and its .al-
ternations of the gracious •vivace' and passionate 'adagio' 
is a very happy idea. The set of six variations with which 
it ends are not only such in melodic inventions (to compare 
the air with the first vartation is to receive a lesson in 
growing emotion) but contrapuntal passages have a good deal 
more of mastery and ease of manipulation than the great fugue 
of Opus 106. 
The ~:· theme appears in the introduetory section. 
t/ 1#-
cr, 
4 .- ,. 
I 
lj 
Tne theme reappears in the bass in risiag sequence a 
fourth below the original interval and continues in tbe bass. 
b> dolc6. 
tlljlr. 
In the Prestissimo movement, this bass is a counter-
point which assumes importance as an imitative figure in 
later development. 
ben marcato. · 
The theme for the following canon is the bass in the 
foregoing illustration stated a fifth below. 
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;Here the bass states a previous descending theme in 
an ascending inversion. 
r • ' 
The main theme is imitated in the bass. 
' 
I 
In the following example, the bass imitates the 
soprano of the foregoing illustration and the soprano is a 




In the First Variation, the theme is stated in the 
soprano. The bass forms a note against note counterpoint 




The Second Variation is another experiment 1n form, 
for each section of the air is varied with two different 
figurations. In the following example, the two upper voices 
imitate a figure in rising sequence suggested by the first 
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The Third Variation is in double counterpoint, and 
follows the theme closely. The melody is in measures 1-4. 
In the measures 5-8 we have an inversion in dauble counter-
point. 
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Here is a new version ot tile main theme. 
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Below, we have an example of the same type of doub1e 
counterpoint as shown above. The first four bars in the 
treble which give the melody are answered by four bars in 
the bass. 
8 4 ~ 
. . 
8 ~ 8 ~ 8 ~ 4 ~ 8 4 
~ ~ t 
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The last eight bars of~ the Third Variation constitute 
a perfect example of inversion in double counterpoint. Ac-
cording to Von Bulow, the first time that the melody was 
set in the soprano, it had an unmistakable A# instead of A. 
There is no reason whatever tor correcting either reading 
by the other. When set in the bass, the melody likewise 
46 
assumes the functions of a bass, according to which A sounds 
more decided and definite here. 
' The Fourth Variation has a peculiarly Bach-like grace 
about it and has been compared to one of the great •Goldberg' 
set of the old master; but it ends with a figure that is 
thoroughly Beethovenish. 
The ~itation in the $econd Variation of a figure 
(suggested by the first two notes of the theme) in rising 
seqQence is used in augmentation in the Fifth Variation. 
47 
In the Sixth Variation, the original melody, with original 
tempo, is heard below the dominant Which appears first in 
quarter n0tes, then after two bars, in eighths, then with an 
inflection in triplets While the melody rises above. The 
triplets become sixteenths and as the theme swings baek to 
repeat itself, these become thirty-second notes. 
' 
r 
I J. 5 ;. 
~· I 
A modifiea form of the melody appears below the 
dominant in a style somewhat diverted from tbe original. 




In the 1ast movement of this Variation, the gradua1 
growth o.f a repeated note into a shake of increasing 
rapidity l .ea.ds to a literal repetition of the unadorned 
air itself. ~he conclusion of the Sonata is the Da Capo 
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A new theme linked in a single melodic line is enhanced 
by ornamental figures in the bass. 
.. 
/ ..... 




Tbe development lasts only sixteen measures, but nothing 
is allowed to interfere with the unity of the melodic line. 
As Tovey puts it, •Tnis sequence seems wonderfully straight 
because it is not mechanically straight.• 
"' The theme appears sequentially descending in eight 
single two-bar steps leading at once into the recapitulation 
where the bass breaks into arpeggios of the theme. 
The theme is restated in tbe bass below a treble 
arpeggio line. 
* ·~. 
' Although Burk. states, "In his Opus 110, Beethoven 
seems for the time being, to have forsworn counterpoint," 
we do find therein fragmentary traces of syncopation, rising 
sequences, and imitation. In tbe second movement we 
encounter a demonstr.ation Qt his view of tbe meaning of 
abort bars, reminiscent of the Gavotte rhythm • 
.Qm!! .ill 
The introduotor,- section of sixteen bars consists of 
three imitations of a rb,thmic pattern, each repeat jumping up 
a fourth, tive bars ot a second descending rh,-tbmic pattern, 
.53 
plus seven bars (three from Allegro) ot dominant preparation 
leading into the fugue. 
From the excerpt below can be noted the fact that a and 
b are not firmly established as a definite theme of the tbird 
entry until its completion; tben two new themes, c and d, are 
added. 
FolloWing very closely is a counterstatement of the 
theme two octaves higher in the soprano. 
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The counter-subject in the previous illustration in 
54 
turn leads into a new counter-subject. Rhythmically, e be-
comes d, and vice versa. The compound figure cd rises bar 
by bar, and the new counter-subject rises with it. 
~. - ~ • K._. • • ~,_._ 14 .., I 
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Below, the counter-subject is inverted in free double 
counterpoint or the twelfth. 
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Three steps or falling sequence imitating a of original 
l 
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' theme tall into the treble answering the bass. 
~~ 1 
'-'he s'oprano imitates the figure b but breaks ott in the 
last measure. This passage shows figure a which is followed 
by a rh,thmical variation of b. Both these figures commence 
on the dominant of the key. 
Following, is an introduction of a new theme c in the 
$6 
dominant which is imitated in the bass in the tonic . 
This contrapuntal combination of three previously 
stated themes is in tbe bass with tbe counter- subject in the 
soprano . 
-~-
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Theme a is repeated in the bass. 
The theme of the movement is -
This theme is followed by four variations terminating 
in a Da Capo movement. 
In the First Variation, tbe rolling left hand against 
the choppy but regular accents in the right band is a long 
way from the serenity of tne theme stated above. 
58 
ln Variation II, the three main beats are divided. 
The melody is opened by the bass and its figure is answered 
in polyphonic dialogue by two upper parts of which the treble 
carries out the melodic line from the third bass downwards. 
(} istesso tempo . ...-------
Var. 2. ( ~\ /J) 
crn the Third Variation, the three main beats are divided 
again and the outlines of the theme are rigorously maintained 
despite the multiplicity of notes and internal play of harmony. 
59 
The Fourth Vuiation gives once again the division of 
three main beats • The nine gr0ups of three give a very 
definite rhythmic effect. 
II 
~he chordal repetions of the third variation provide 
l 
~he guiding idea. for this variation over a throbbing C-G 
.. organ part. As the climax approaches and the urge intensi-
BOSTON 
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1'1ea Beethoven varies the statement within the variation, 
giving the melody to syncopated chords over a vibrating bass. 
Here is shown one characteristic or Beethoven's late 
keyboard style - his leaping arpeggios. 
62 
'!'here follows a repetition or the theme (a) in the 
soprano which continues throughout the entire Arietta. The 
theme is stated under a trill; laterJ over a trill. 
.... 
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CHAPTER III 
BEETHOVEN MERGED THE FUGUE AND THE SONATA IN THE LAST PERIOD 
OF HIS CREATIVE ART 
Beethoven's persistent urge tor concentration directed 
him toward the fugue. He knew and admired the masters of the 
baroque, but his was neither an imitation of the baroque fugue 
nor a "scholastic toying" with a bygone device. It was wholly 
original. The whole of Beethoven's fugal writing, as Tovey 
remarked, "is a sore subject to many musicians."l Grove 
.. 
wrote of the fugues in Beethoven's piano music, that nothing 
in all his music showed a more distinct and dramatic intention.2 
D1 Indy, too, found in one ot those same figures such romantic 
elements as, "the flight of the will against suffering," anni-
hilation set in contrast to the resurrection, and finally, a 
song of thanksgiving.3 However, for some musicians and critics, 
Beethoven's fugal writing was so inept as to blur every in-
tention, every element. Pierson persuades his readers that no 
lDonald Tovey, Beethoven, (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1945), p. 136. 
2George Grove, "Beethoven," Dictionary of MUsic~ 
Musicians, I, P• 206. 
3vincent D'Indz, Beethoven, (Boston: Boston Music Co., 
1913). p. 105. 
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defense of the tugue was possible.4 
Wben fugal writing seemed apt to his purpose, Beethoven 
did, of course, choose elements of the fugue or the fugue it-
self, and in some of these elements the signs of his late per-
iod works are readily visible, tor his subjects are more ex-
tended. These are marked by special features which are ap-
parently intended to announce the importance of the melody; 
excessive skips, tone repetitions, accentuation, and stubborn 
repetition of a motive or a motoric rhythm. Taken singly, or 
in contrast to their countersubjects, such subjects lend them-
selves to development in combination with the sonata-form or 
to character-variation. For Beethoven's forerunners the pro-
per fugal subject established a fugue's character. For 
Beethoven, the subject was pliant, plastic, open to a wide 
range of development. 
As was stated previously, Beethoven from boyhood was 
acquainted with tbe ~-Tempered Clavichord; yet when be 
came to write, be arrived at the fugue by way of the fugato. 
That is, be did not take over tbe fugue as a valid, finished 
form but as a type of technic that might be applied to the 
~enry Pierson, note to his edition of Ignatius von 
Seyfried, Beethoven's Studies in Tboro,b Bass, Countert)oint 
and the Art of Scientific Coap0iit1on, NeW'York: Scbu ertb 
Oo:-;-"1853)-;-p. 140. 
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forms of his own day. His own style demanded that be make 
use of tbe technic for be wrote to a friend, "There is no art 
in writing a fugue. I've written dozens of them in my student 
days. But imagination also demands its due, and nowadays an-
other and really poetic element must enter into tbe traditional 
old form. tt$ 
Seyfried makes it clear tbat Beethoven bad no respect 
for rules dictated by tradition even when studying them. Con-
cerning the conventional key scheme of fugues, Seyfried prints 
Beethoven's remark: 
An antiquated rule makes it unlawful to go beyond 
the six nearest relative keys, in a strictly con-
ducted fugue; but I am decidedly of the opinion 
that one need not scruple to infringe upon this 
rule--if a man have sharp eyes and can walk well, 
he may venture ~o go beyond the prescribed limits 
without danger. 
Of tbe restrictions concerning cadences on the third and 
fifth degrees, Beethoven 
them unless I like to.•7 
' 
observed, "I won•t be forced to .aka 
" He made clear bis contempt for com-
plieated contrapuntal devices wbicb were bare of intrinsic 
musical value by calling such devices "artifices or rather toys 
of invention upon which our ancestors set great value, as if 
5Alexander Thayer, The Life of Ludwig van Beethoven, 
(Illinois: Southern Illinois University Press:-196o), p. 389. 
6seytried, !2• ~ •• p. 172. 
7 ~- ~· 
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they were pieces of great art.n8 
That BeethoYen studied the fugues of Bach is a well-
founded fact, for Carl Czarny states in his Preface to Bach's 
~-Tempered Clavichord: 
In order to determine the tempo and the style of 
expression suited to each individual piece I have 
taken as the basis: lstly The indisputable charac-
ter of eacb moYement. 2ndly The recollection (still 
so vividly impressed on my memory) of how I once 
beard Beethoven play a large number of these fugues. 
Bach's fugues uncovered for Beethoven a rule of form which 
caused things to make themselYes, and so at the outset of his 
late period, Beethoven enthusiastically turned to the fugue 
with an intensity of purpose unknown in the history of MQSic. 
The mood of the fugues was something to be worked out. 
The elements of Beethoven's fugal treatment were entirely un-
traditional: change of meter, change of key, change of time 
signature, changes of texture - all these comprised something 
bard won. In his later fugues Beethoven expressed his own 
individuality, his own musical purpose, by adapting the means 
afforded by the fugue to such variety of new ends. Beethoven's 
immediate predecessors bad fallen back on the fugue as on a 
convention expected of them. Beethoven wrote some of his last 
fugues on a scale greater than any since Bach's. He incor-
porated moat of his fugal writing into various classical 
for.s ••• sometimes be subordinated the fugal writing to the 
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sonata-form, sometimes the fugue was a finale, sometimes a 
variation. He made his own style of fugue necessary, ulti-
mately by his •passionate concern for detail.n9 
Ludwig Misch bas argued that Beethoven so fused the 
fugue with other forms as to make traditional terms inapplic-
able. Beethoven was not the first to harness tbe fugue with 
other forms, for we know that tbe Viennese masters character-
istically bad used the fugue as part of cyclic composition. 
With Beethoven tbe intermingling of elements from tbe fugue 
and sonata made some movements neither "fugue" nor "sonata 
- ~ 
with fugal treatment," but a new structural form unlike either. 
Tbe variety and flexibility of Beethoven's later fugues sug-
gest not a new fuge-form so mucb as new fugal procedures. In 
these fugues be proves tbat be bas freed himself from academic 
rules. He chose other formal designs tban tbe traditional 
fugue, and to these designs be applied wbat elements of the 
fugue suited bis purpose. His fugal compositions, tben, were 
bis proof tbat fugal writing itself is not bound by prescribed 
form, but can be a procedure ••• tbe results of wbicb bave 
evolved since fugues were first written and will continue to 
evolve as long as it serves composers. If, incidentally, to 
achieve sucb evolution, Beethoven broke witb old formal uni-
ties, be found new unities to replace tbem. His very breaking 
9A. E. F. Dickinson, Bach's FUgal Works, (New York: 
Pitman Pub. Co., 1956), p. 237 •.. 
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of old "rules" was the rule of aptness and economy of effect. 
As D1 Indy put it, be came to see in the fugues not "mere 
technical means but a majestic end.wlO 
"Beethoven felt the true secret of Bach's greatness, 
and his ow.n genius taught him bow to profit by it.wll "Next 
to the necessity of having something important to say, some-
thing which development will enhance, the great lesson which 
Beethoven learned from Bach was unity in variety. Study of 
Bach strengthened Beethoven's genius.n12 In his study, be 
discovered that Bach's fugues were living organisms, expan-
sions of some central thought. He discovered that development 
of these thoughts revealed the latent power and meaning of the 
themes. His imitation of Bach was not bald imitation, not 
even conscious imitation, for there is considerable difference 
between the systems of both composers. 
Bach 
1. For his motivic elaboration 
be takes from his themes, the 
motifs to be used for inter-
ludes, developments, transi-
tions and reprise. 
2. Startling continuity of 
rhythms. 
lOD'Indy, ~· ~·• P• 97. 
Beethoven 
1. For his thematic elabora-
tion he takes themes not only 
from the principal one, but 
also from the second and third ••• 
rhythmically freer. 
2. Lacks rhythmic continuity, 
but bas ealth of rhythmic con-
structions and new rhythmic 
combinations derived from the 
variety of motifs. 
11B. A. Shedlock, The Pianoforte Sonata Its Origin and 
Development, (London: Meninuen & Co., 1895), p:-!85. ----
12Ibid., P• 184. 
3. Steadiness of modulation. 3. Unlilllited range of 
1110dulation. 
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That Beethoven ranked high in the estimation of one of 
the greatest minds in German literature is evidenced from the 
words of Lenau, a poet and critic. We read, 
••• Friend, you know Beethoven1 s music. Beethoven•& 
spirit drove you to like a storm on the rising waves 
of song, past wild and sublime cliffs, past nocturnal 
forests and gruesome dungeons; it drove you ever more 
quickly and tempestuously until the stream entered a 
smiling sea of love ~d you. God Almighty, what a 
mind is Beethoven•s.~j 
Some individuals are called masters of musical rhythm on the 
ground that in quick movements they repeat the same rhythmic 
design. This reasoning would not carry much weight in a con-
sideration of Beethoven as a master, for it is not because 
of his use of thythlll as a stimulus that he deserves the title, 
but because of his uncanny sense of rhythmic balance. He was 
a man of •cool deliberation, a masterly architect with an un-
commonly fine knowledge of musical engineering.nl4 He achieves 
symmetry not by length but by significance. It is not every 
composer who can weigh satisfactorily a four-bar phrase against 
a six-bar, or more remarkable still, a two-bar phrase against 
a six-bar phrase. Even though he worked within a rhythmic 
formula, Beethoven never let the mechanical dominate the human 
interest. 
l3R. H. Thomas, "Lenau and Beethoven," Music and Letters, 
XVIII, 1937, PP• 324-378. . - ---
l4Sir George Grove, "The Tbree Beethovens, 11 Musical 
Quarterlz, I, 1919. 
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The fugal writing of Beethoven manifests great achieve-
ment in the art of transition. The older musicians used 
either (a), a sudden entrance by leap, or (b), a gradual en-
trance gliding from the former rhythm to the new rhythm. 
Beethoven used and was to pass on to modern musicians the 
more technical means of transition, which is chiefly the 
gradual approach and finally the merging together of the dif-
ferent melodies and rhythms to be connected. 
Some critics regard Beethoven as the composer who un-
successfully used learned devices in his fugues. Concerning 
this, Tovey says, 
Two things are manifest about the fugues in 
Beethoven's later works: First, that a dramatic 
force at white beat underlies them; secondly, that 
their polyphony stands out only by an aggressive 
harshness frof6tbe polyphony that pervades the rest of the works. 
When Beethoven made his appearance in musical history, 
the fugue was regarded as an outmoded form. True, it still 
played a role in sacred music but it tended more and more to 
d.isappear from instrumental music. According to Einstein, 
"Haydn wrote no fugue finales in his quartet after 1780," and 
c, 
after 1783 or 1784, "Mozart wrote no more fugues just for the 
sake of writing them.nl6 Nevertheless, both of these masters 
15
nonald Tovey, A Co~anion to Beethoven's Pianoforte 
Sonatas, (London: Royai Sc~o1 or MUsic, 1931), pp. 233-234. 
l6Alfred Einstein, Mozart, His Character, His Work, 
(New York: W. w. Norton & Co., Inc., 1945), p. 9r.-
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developed a new species of free counterpoint that enriched 
the originally homophonic sonata and increased its depth to 
classical perfection. This was only a step from imitative 
counterpoint to the principle of the fugue. Thus Haydn, in 
the course of thematic elaboration returned at times to the 
Fugato (Finale of London Symphonies Nos. 96, 99, 101). Mozart 
went back to the principle of the fugue, creating in three 
instances special forms of the synthesis of fugue and sonata 
principles (Finales of G major String Quartet, K 387, the 
Jupiter Symphony, and the Overture to The Magic Flute). Nei-
ther Haydn nor Mozart attempted the identity of opposites which 
Beethoven seeks in his late works. •Here be combines dual-
istic idea of key conflict with the idea of melodic growth 
and fugal unity. Beethoven took up ••• the structural process 
that aimed to weave a fugal texture into the sonata and de-
veloped it to an even greater degree, and continually with 
new constructive features.nl7 This led to the rebirth of the 
fugue through the genius of the sonata. 
A fugue is not a matter of form, but of procedure; it 
is a way of happening, a process. It is very easy for the 
style of the sonata to be affected by fugal methods but not 
so easy to reconcile the structure of the fugue with that of 
tion 
l7Ludwig Misch, •Fugue and Fugato in Beethoven's Varia-
Form," Musical Quarterly, XLII (January, 1956), pp. 14-27. 
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the sonata, since the two ideals are alien in character and 
in origin. After Beethoven bad established the sonata on as 
firm a basis as Bach bad established the fugue, be attempted 
the possibilities of their interrelation. Not until he bad 
passed his hundredth opus number did be attempt this work of 
adapting fugal methods to the structure of the ternary form. 
In 1816, in Opus 101, Beethoven uses the fugue for the first 
time in a piano sonata. Not only does a contrapuntal form 
become the basis for a movement, but the texture of these late 
compositions becomes more polyphonic in style. The sonatas 
are compact, unified, with a definite thematic relationship 
between movements. It functions as a development technic in 
Opus 101, whereas in Opus 111 the wbole movement contains ele-
ments of fugal writing. 
In the finale of the Sonata in A major, Opus 101, the 
opening theme at once suggests the possibility of contrapuntal 
treatment. Throughout the e:xposi tion, i ts,:cbaracteristic fig-
ure is stated and varied and answered in canonic imitation as 
an accessory to the transition and the second subject. After 
the double bar, Beethoven modulates suddenly to A minor, and 
in place of the free fantasia comes a fugue, 108 measures in 
length, which occupies tbe whole space which intervenes before 
the appearance of the recapitulation. Here ta••• is a definite 
attempt; the sonata movement adopts the fugue instead of its 
usual thematic fantasia while the fugue responds by modifying 
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the usual rigor of its key system. 
In the finale of Opus 106, we have a stupendous fugue, 
long, complex, and elaborate. The subject &?pears with every 
variety of contrapuntal device: inversion, augmentation, di-
minution, even cancrizans. There is clear evidence of sonata 
design in the treatment of the tw~ episodes, one a major third 
below the tonic, and the other a major third above it. Tbe 
fugue has become paramount and the general principles of sonata 
structure are in the background. 
In the next two examples Beethoven presents two differ-
ent methods of fusion: different in the proportion of ingred-
ients and in the unity of result. The finale of Opus 110 opens 
with an introduction and then proceeds to a fugal movement. 
In this finale we have a combination of the most dramatic 
with the most academic of all forms, a clearness of key sys-
tem ••• (first part A, modulation to G minor, G major, then 
through G minor to A). Secondly, the movement resembles a 
Rondo in the order of its themes. In balance of sections and 
distribution of keys it develops a new type under contrapuntal 
influence. Thirdly, the first episod.e recalls a melody from 
the introduction while the second episode suggests an accompani-
ment figure for the concluding section of the movement. Fourth-
ly, the opening presentation of the fugue is regular and exact, 
following polyphonic methods of counterpoint rather than bar-
monic methods of the sonata. The concluding presentation is 
harmonic rather than contrapuntal, Fifthly, the influence 
of the fugue predominates, but the result is neither the 
strict fugue nor the strict Rondo, but a composite form in 
which both elements are fused, 
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By way of climax, Beethoven gives us in Opus 111 a 
fully developed first movement, where every principle of ter-
nary form is illustrated and where the influence or the fugue 
is apparent throughout. The general key system is that of 
sonata; the use of accessory keys is suggested by the fugue. 
From one is derived the contrast of sections; from the other 
the unity or themes. The texture is partly contrapuntal, 
partly harmonic; the style maintains the two methods in exact 
balance. The problem is solved with absolute and unfaltering 
certainty. In this work Beethoven bas come near to the dis-
covery of a new species, His third period works fuse sonata 
and fugal forms; even where no fugue is present there is a 
much more free polyphonic style, 
Beethoven's fugal writing through 1807 bad been gen-
erally of two sorts; either he wrote fugati for the sake of 
contrasting texture within some section of a composition, or 
he put a fugue in a position parallel with other movements. 
After 1815 he returned to fugal compositions and continued 
with fugato as before, with this difference,.,bis fugues were 
now placed crucially either as part of a movement or as that 
movement from which an entire composition drew its over-all 
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and most highly individual form. His interest in fugal writ-
ing steadily increased, and the expressiveness of these fugues 
also became a more integral element. Beethoven took liberties 
which he himself announced in his beadings, as in the Hammer-
klavier Sonata. 
In the Sonata in Bb, Opus 106, written in 1818, not 
even the three voices are maintained without the "licenze." 
In the Baroque fugues changes in tonal texture were usually 
limited to changes in the number of active VDices; however, 
Beethoven, in the Hammerkla!!!£ Sonata interchanges polyphonic, 
homophonic and contrapuntal writing repeatedly. His choice 
of the fugue as a finale for the sonata to replace the often 
anticlimactic rondo, speaks for itself. Here bis climax is 
achieved by a change from the contrapuntal or the polyphonic 
to the homophonic rather than by contrapuntal complications. 
But the "licenze" extends far beyond any irregularity 
in the number of voices. For the first time Beethoven's tonal 
scheme has the unusually wide range characteristic of his 
late fugues. The dynamic range is wide also. His tonalities 
run from Eb minor to B minor, and from Gb major to D major, 
The subject is marked not only by urgent accentuation, but also 
by leaps that are excessive. Even more markedly, the counter-
subject breaks through tradition. In fact, it becomes an ap-
parent element for disorder. The changes which the counter-
subject undergoes are so extensive that it can be identified 
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as such only with difficulty. It bas been chosen and construc-
ted to contrast rhythmically and harmonically with the subject; 
it furnishes the background. The counter-subject can hardly 
be relied upon to indicate the firm over-all outline of the 
traditional fugue, because it bas been subordinated to the task 
of lending character variation to the subject. In addition to 
melodic and rhythmic changes, a crossing of voices in its second 
entrance contributed to the difficulty of identifying the coun-
tersubject. After the exposition it is used only motivically. 
When the thematic material is treated so freely, it is iapossible 
to label any specific passages by the terms of the traditional 
fugue. Thus, in this particular work, it will be difficult-to 
identify codettas or episodes. The proportions of the fugue 
in the Hammerklavier Sonata are perhaps greater than any other 
in Beethoven's fugal writing, except for the Great FUgue. It 
is one of the most dramatic fugues Beethoven ever wrote, being 
characterized by virtuosity and great violence. 
The fugue seems to stem froa an introduction, starting 
With the first four measures of Allegro risoluto or even with 
the preceding Largo, wbicb presents material related to the 
fugal subject. The whole fugue can be considered to consist 
of eight sections separated by episodes. The sections may be 
identified sometimes by a change in key signature; more con-
sistently, they may be identified by their distinct contrapuntal 
treatment, increasing in complexity. Thus, the second section 
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is based on changed rhythmical accentuation, the third on 
augmentation, the fourth on cancrizans, the fifth on alterna-
tion of similar and contrary motion, the sixth on the appear-
ance or a new subject, and the eighth on an an interplay or 
the previous contrapuntal devices.18 
Beethoven's innovations may be seen as con~ributing 
to the whole structure of the fugue. Thus, the dynamic range 
is especially wide in the exposition and in the coda. The 
constant shift in the number or voices reaches its formal eli-
max in the use of unison as the composition nears its end. 
There is a progression in the motivic treatment, as in the 
choiee of contrapuntal devices. Beethoven's subject is, at 
length, split more radically than in any of his previous com-
positions. In his smaller fugues the motivic treatment is 
from first to last concerned mainly with a beginning and an 
end of his subject. Here, in the fugue of the Hammerklavier 
Sonata, he breaks his subject into four successively smaller 
fractions for use in the various developmental sections. 
Beethoven bas thus imposed an order, but there are ele-
ments that work against it, and so each listener must judge 
for himself whether the form Beethoven has achieved is sur-
ficiently marked to ~ustify his breaking away from accepted 
form. Does his achievement justify such "licenze" as his 
18Hugo Leichtentritt, Musical Porm, (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1959), PP• 326-33s;--
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shifts to non-contrapuntal writing, bia free use of thematic 
material, his abundant doubling of voices? Are the elements 
of order sufficiently clear to give a definite shape to the 
whole? 
Beethoven's own judgment is obvious from his present-
ing such a fugue as a finale. Set after such passages as 
tbe strict sonata-form of the first movement, and the exten-
sive "adagio" of the third, his fugue must have great impact 
to bring to suitable conclusion his entire sonata. For this 
last movement, the almost traditional form might not be im-
portant enough to counterbalance the earlier movements. In 
subjecting himself to still stricter form in bis finale, 
Beethoven runs the risk of becoming sentimental, for senti-
mentality cannot be achieved through so highly intellectual 
procedure as that of the fugue. Yet it would seem that he 
bas still to escape an alternate danger, for to resort to the 
intellectual and to the traditional altogether, might be merely 
to resort to a facade. The elements of violence must provide 
their own form. 
The fugue of tbe Sonata in Ab major, Opus 110, written 
in 1821, is a finale. It differs considerably in its complex-
ity from the concepts of eighteenth and early nineteenth cen-
tury fugal writing. At the same time, the burden placed upon 
that fugue as finale and the element of conflict within its 
contrapuntal treatment are much less as compared to the fugue-
finale of the Hammerklavier Sonata. This sonata, like 
Opus 109 and Opus 111, is less vigorous and rigorous in the 
sonata form of its first movement than the Hammerklavier 
Sonata. Its proportions as a whole are smaller than those 
of Opus 106. 
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The Arioso is usually considered the starting point 
of the last movement, functioning as prelude to the fugue. 
Rondo-like features are introduced due to the return of the 
Arioso and the fugal section. The section up to the return 
of the Arioso, in G minor, could be considered a complete 
fugue in itself, with are-exposition, counter-exposition, 
sonata-like development, and return to the original key in 
the final section. But this complete fugue is made subject 
to development. The second Arioso and the L'istesso tempo 
della ~. which starts with an inversion of the initial 
section of the preceding fugue, can be considered a develop-
ment section for the whole of the "entire fugue.n It is 
through the development section that Beethoven uses usually 
complicated contrapuntal devices: augmentation, triple dim-
inution, stretti, and inversions. At the same time he re-
tains such characteristic features as wide tonal range, al-
ternation in tension and relaxation, and marked repetition 
of motives and motorie rbythm. In the concluding section he 
announces his thematic material once again in the main tonal-
ity. 
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This fugue might be called an entire fugue within the 
over-all composition, followed by inversion within a separ-
ate development section. In these fugues the introduction 
does not so IIIUCh present the themes as motivate tbem ••• call 
for them by necessary balance to what bas been presented. 
In both there are romantic features. Beethoven's own head-
ings in Opus 110 tell of the contrasts in tension which 
D'Indy explains as annihilation and resurrection. The anni-
hilation is "Perpendo le forze," Beethoven's heading for the 
second Arioso. The resurrection of "Poi a poi di nuove 
vivente," Beethoven's beading for the inverted section, with 
its re-emergence and developments of what bas seemed fugue, 
is set clearly in answer to the second Arioso. The homophonic 
coda is, for D'Indy, a resolution of what bas gone before: a 
nsong of thanksgiving." 
As stated before, Beethoven bad written fugati into 
bis early works far more commonly than fugues. The fugati 
of his earlier years consist, as a rule, of strict fugal ex-
positions with retained countersubject. Tbe subjects are from 
three to six measures long and can be used in fragments. The 
most commonly used part of the subject is the bead of the theme. 
In some cases Beethoven presents it in fragmentary fashion al-
ready at the time of the last entrance of the exposition. 
The use of contrapuntal devices other than stretto is 
exceptional in Beethoven's fugati. The key scheme is very 
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simple as a rule, the tugato remains usually in one key to 
modulate only before the fugal writing is replaced by homo-
phonic writing. Although their functions may be less central 
to the over-all structure of any given work, Beethoven's 
fugati serve a purpose which is hardly different than that 
of his fugues. They are frequently a part of the whole of 
the development in a sonata form. Further, they may stand 
as the middle section and restatement in a three-part compo-
sition, or as the start to a scherzo, or as the trio of the 
scherzo, or as one of a series of variations. In his late 
piano sonatas their use is anything but conservative. Even 
his tugati tend to create a tension, to reach toward the drama-
tic, and in their most critical uses to express tbe demoniac. 
Some of the most interesting and extensive of Beethoven's 
fugati appear in two of his piano sonatas: the last movement 
of the sonata, Opus 101, and the first movement of the sonata, 
Opus 106. In the last movement of the Ab major Sonata, the 
tugato represents the entire development section of a sonata 
form and is characterized by a retained rhythmical pattern. 
The announcements in the exposition do not conform with con-
vention. The answer, starting as an imitation at the third, 
changes to imitations successively at the fourth, the third, 
and the second. The third announcement presents the subject 
in the original form. The tonality of the announcements is 
unstable. The second entrance starts in C major and ends in 
D minor. The third announcement starts in D minor and ends 
in A minor. The fourth announcement starts and stays in 
C major, while the next turns over F major to D minor. In 
this fugato Beethoven employs four-part stretto and double 
augmentation. 
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In the Hammerklavier Sonata the fugato in the first 
movement is part of the development section of a sonata-form. 
The exposition starts canonically with the answer in imitation 
at the fourth. The first two entrances are then imitated at 
the fifth. The further thematic entrances also appear canon-
ically, with the voices written in pairs of parallel tenths 
and then in pairs of parallel thirds. 
Some elements of Beethoven's fugal subjects may be 
said to lend regularity. As is common in much music of class-
ical composers, these subjects have an invariable alternation 
of strong and weak beats. Their harmonic changes and melodic 
climaxes ordinarily coincide with the beat. The periodicity 
is emphasized by cadences which sometimes coincide with the 
start of the answer. The subject starts as a rule on the 
tonic or the dominant, rarely on the mediant, and ends most 
frequently on the dominant or mediant. The modulating sub-
jects are in the minority. Beethoven's answers ordinarily 
start at the same part of the measure as do their subjects 
and show no rhythmical digressions from the subjects. If they 
do differ from the subjects in some skips, the difference is 
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rarely extreme and seems dictated by harmonic requirement. 
A real answer occurs in the piano sonata, Opus 110. The an-
swer in the fugal section of Opus 101 is unusual, for Beethoven 
is alteraating between imitations at the second and third. 
A countersubject, in the usage of older theorists, is 
a counterpoint which accompanies subject and answer system-
atically. Such a counterpoint is, as a rule, to be retained 
strictly for several entrances, But generally speaking, the 
reappearance of the countersubject is handled more strictly 
in his fugal fragments than in his complete fugue. 
In the countersubject is implied a great part of the 
harmonic activity. The countersubjects are, as a rule, con-
structed to contrast harmonically with the subject; but 
rhythmical contrasts are, for the most part, even more funda-
mental, The emphasis on a retained rhythmical pattern can be 
found in the fugato of Opus 101. But even when the retained 
feature of the countersubject is understood as rhythmical, 
there is further qualification to be made, The countersubject 
is often destined for motivic treatment in the course of the 
development section of Beethoven's fugues. Some fragment of 
the countersubject furnishes the fundamental rhythmical back-
ground. The difficulty of identifying such countersubjects 
as those of the piano sonatas, Opus 106 and Opus 110, is due 
in large part to the extensive changes through which the 
countersubject goes when only the rhythmic aspects of some 
fragment of it are retained, 
Beethoven's expositions are characterized by con-
siderable freedom in such matters as the number of voices. 
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No formal analysis can always determine which passages are 
episodes and which are codettas. These latter are used 
sparingly in Beethoven's expositions. The distinction be-
tween "codetta" and "episode" as suggested in text books is, 
-
in any event, usually arbitrary. In most of Beethoven's ex-
positions the fugue goes through all voices without inter-
ruption. In those of hia expositions in which the thematic 
material is treated freely, as in the last movement of 
Opus 106, it would be meaningless or impossible to label any 
particular section as "codetta." 
As regards the order of entrances, the theme ordi-
narily appears in neighboring voices; the last entrance of 
the exposition is, as a rule, in an outer voice, Some of 
Beethoven's piano fugues are for three voices, but additional 
entries are used frequently. In the fugue of Opus 110 there 
are three voices, but that does not mean that Beethoven must 
limit himself to those three voices, for at times he goes 
into four part writing by doubling the upper voice an octave 
lower. 
Beethoven's emphasia on phrasing and on dynamic signa 
serves more than the purpose of distinguishing sections from 
one another, for the range of difference itself may be stated 
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quickly, as in the introductory passages of the finale of the 
Hammerklavier Sonata, then not achieved again until the cli-
max. The wide range of tonalities is brought about by modula-
tions to remote keys which often take place in a short space 
of time with the use of chromaticism and enharmonics. Two 
or three key changes are usually involved in each section. 
Fifth and third relationships are most common. Important 
points in the composition seem usually to be marked by defi-
nite and important tonalities. Contrasts in texture may 
also serve the same purpose, the most obvious example being 
Beethoven's manner of reaching the climax of a major com-
position by a change from contrapuntal to homopbonic writing. 
Stretti and double counterpoint are often used by 
Beethoven as are also some other complicated contrapuntal de-
vices. Augmentation, imitation in contrary motion, and can-
crizans may be found in the sonatas Opus 106 and Opus 110, 
but their use is not characteristic. Beethoven rarely reaches 
his climaxes by contrapuntal complications. 
Analysis of Fugues 
Within the iron framework of Beethoven's permanent at-
titude toward life there existed a highly sensitive and pas-
sionate emotional nature. He realized, as few men do, that 
suffering is one of the great structural lines of human life; 
to him, the character of life as suffering became a fundamental 
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part of bia outlook. Beetho•sn•a music claims universal ac-
ceptance today merely because be mads music for man•s soul. 
He felt that the soul was capable of higher musical aspira-
tions and realizations. His music is permeated with this 
philosophy. 
Beethoven's fugues, in general, are perfectly regular, 
agreeing in structure with tbe traditional architecture, al-
though be does make use of devices within the device of the 
fugue. It is possible to find in his late sonatas a subject 
in inversion, canon, augmentation, diminution, changed rhythm, 
contrary motion, in fact, in any of the contrapuntal devices. 
He bas a way of using variations in such a manner that the 
subject stated in an earlier section seems to have become a 
new .. lody, or sometimes be seems to reduce the melody or sub-
ject almost to melodic immobility. Thus, it was by leaning 
on the traditional forms and identifying teem with his own 
originality and versatility that Beethoven was able to con-
tribute so powerfully to the art of fugal writing. In these 
last works, the piano somatas, there is a certain refinement 
and sensitivemess in his part writing, a feeling for the 
depth and significance of tbe smallest detail. There are in-
numerable examples in these late works where, in a few bars, 
he opens up a whole world of feeling. 
In the first of these last sonatas Beethoven considers 
every line as leading contrapuntally to the fugue. The 
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contrapuntal devices, other than fugue, were discussed in an-
other chapter; therefore, the fugue of Opus 101 is our start-
ing point. Considering the Allegro as the gateway to the 
fugue, it is to be noted that Beethoven waits until measure 
96 'before allowing this device to enter, although there are 
evidences of its entrance contained in the Allegro. The 
seven-bar fugue subject is stated below. It is clearly con-
structed and is ideally suited for fugal use. Three motifs 
comprise the material of the subject: (a) a drop of a third; 
(b) rising sixteenths and a drop of a fifth; (c) staccato 
eighths; repeated in sequence. 
O) 
I • i 
This fugue subject is not answered in E minor but in C major. 
Thus, it is correctly called a fugato. 
semprepp 
J'P I 
Following the entrances of Subject and answer, the alto brings 
in the theme for the third time, and now it is stated in 
• 
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Dminor, after which the soprano enters with the subject in 
A minor and the inner voices give the countersubject in sixths. 
p·iie creac. 
In each of these cases the entry is on the dominant. Once 
again, the subject enters in C major by the bass, but this 
time the- accents are reversed and it appears one beat ahead 
of the·regular subject. The tenor now gives rhythmical but 
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is followed by rising sequences, reversed accents, suspensions, 
inverted, figures, double counterpoint, and variations of the 
subject. These syncopated variations of the theme could be 
termed stretto. This stretto begins in A minor in the bass 
and merges after two 'bars into the whole theme in the a1 to, 
then is imitated directly by the soprano and tenor in sixths. 
This, in turn, is followed by sequential patterns plus imita-
tions. 
Now follows an octave drop and double augmentation of 
the subject by the bass over a dominant pedal, while the alto 
gives falling imitations on G# A B C through two bars. 
-r 
This is followed by four be.rs of dominant arpeggio. 
In the recapitulation~ Beethoven gives us the theme stated 
in the bass~ and in the two upper parts, imitations in con-
trary motion. 




The sixteenth note figure appears in the bass alone, is an-
swered at two bars in the upper octave, and joined after an-
other two bars by a third voice in the next octave. These 








Next follows rhythmical, imitative sequences; the accent is 
changed and gives a new rhythm to the next three entrances . 
-•1-~ 
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Octaves in major are followed by octaves in minor, and then 
once again another attempt is made at beginning tbe fugue . 
.. C) 
~ ~~ \ff p· ~~ pp 
f ~ ~ ~ ~~ . ~· ~ ..,-lt  4 li 
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In this excerpt, the sixteenths enter in perfect imitation 
in measures 1, 3, 5; measures 2 and 4 are also in imitation, 
but the _bass drops an octave E, A. These twonotes , E, A, are 
repeated in octave drops and the soprano tries ano t her entry 
' (of the original theme) with the accent misplaced. 
sot to I a ma11o destra. 
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Beethoven's Sonata in Bb, Opus 106, is in many respects 
the greatest of all piano sonatas. As was noted before, there 
are examples of contrapuntal writing in the earlier movements, 
but nothing so extraordinary as to presage the final movement 
which is a fugue. There is a transition from the slow move-
ment to this fugue in which there may be seen some short imi-
tative passages. The fugue seems to arise, wi tbout a break, 
from an introduction. Beethoven's designations for his fugal 
movements are rarely without such qualifying terms as "alla 
fuga" or "fugato." The designation for the fugue in Opus 106 
is "fuga· a tre voci, con alcune licenze." It is related that 
Beethoven once stated in a letter that if he bad used the name 
"fugue" the people would have criticized him for not knowing 
the rulesl 
This particular fugue bs.s three subjects, but it is not 
in the strictest sense a triple fugue, because at no time are 
all three subjects beard simultaneously. The leaps at the be-
ginning of both the first subject and the countersubject are 
derived from the opening theme of the first movement. Also, 
the three subjects are related in that the important tones 
outline a triad. The subject, which contains four figures 
used in development, is announced by the middle voiee: 
~- --!._,· 3 -~ 
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Then follows a tonal answer by the treble along with a 




The subject enters again in the bass, wbile the treble bas 
the eountersubjeet and the alto a second eountersubjeet. A 
short episode based on a sequential figure follows. Once 
again the subject enters but is advanced a beat, and the 







followed by an episode based on a figure at the end of the 
countersubject. In the middle of the bar the treble gives 
the answer delayed by a beat, while the first countersubject 
is complete in the bass. 
In the episode section th~ follows the voices exchange at 
the repetition of the end of the subject. Next follows a 
six-fold imitation, and we find that Beethoven has filled 
the space of the leap with an arpeggio. This section is 
called by Tovey, ttan independent episode in which there is 
double counterpoint of new figures.nl9 
1 9nonald Tovey, A Companion to Beethoven's Pianoforte 
Sonatas, (London: Royai ~choo1s of~s!c, 1931), p. 233. 
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The subject appears in the middle by augmentation, which makes 
the notes twice as slow but the time is the same. The result 
is a new rhythmic sense. The countersubject also appears in 
and continues through four measures. 
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In the next example we have a perfect stretto by augmentation 
and inversion; the tonal answer in the treble combines with 
the inverted subject in the bass - both are augmented. 
There is a canonic device in which the imitating part repro-
duces the leader backwards; this is known as cancrizana. Tovey 
states that there is only one example of its use that appeals 
to the ear as well as to the eye. This is to be found here in 




This is a remarkable example in classical music of this rather 
rare and artificial inversion. Starting at the close of the 
last measure and reading backwards, one restores the original 
version of the theme. There is a curious change in the char-
acter of the theme. The entire episode arising from the can-
crizans is based on a trill and scale passage found in the 
subject. Once Beethoven has demonstrated the marvel of ean-
crizans, the parts relax and become freer again so that a 
person listening may be better able to appreciate a normal 
entry of · tbe subject, and that he might recognize the original 
subject before it again undergoes transformation. 
Inverted subject, and inverted answer delayed by a 
beat, lead into the ~next episode based on a trill figure, 
which when inverted, provides opportunity for a variation in 
the soprano. The third entry of the inverted subject is on 
the beat in the bass and is followed by imitative counter-
points leading into the next episode. Beethoven fills in his 






Diminutions of two notes of the original subject form a tre-
mendous section of rising trills which culminate in the dom-
inant chord of D minor. 
ff fi 
After this climactic close, Beethoven completely al-
ters the character of the fugue by introducing a theme which 
is given fugal character and exposition. Thus does Beethoven 
keep his listeners thinking fugally and links the music that 
bas gone before with that which is to follow. He develops 
his theme in three-part writing, and later combines it with 
the first three measures of the fugue theme. Thus, we have 
the beginning of a double fugua, which however, is not con-
tinued further, so is classified as a fragmentary fugue. By 
use of this fugal procedure Beethoven intensifies the use of 
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the third and thus, we meet successive entries in tbe alto and 
bass (leading into the stretto) where the subject is inverted 
in tbe bass, one beat behind time, and the tonal answer in the 
middle voice two beats behind time. This treatment creates a 
little difficulty, but Beethoven solves the problem by making 
the bass fit the alto in mirror treatment; thus we have a mix-
ture of stretto and mirror treatment. 
I r sempre dolce e canta!Jt"/e . 






tma corda. J~· 
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In this particular section Beethoven allows himself distinct 
liberties with the subject. As can be seen from the excerpt, 
be finds that the drop of a third works better than a fourth, 
and again, that a second is better than a third. 
The mirror treatment continues through four more bars and 




the trills in the middle, then falling, with the trills in 
tbe treble, then rising, with the trills in the bass . 
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There is a hint at the end of the fugue in this excerpt: 
~ ~ ff~ ~ ~-~. .... t 
.!! ~ &I 
.....l:J. 
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Here, the bass takes up a dominant pedal and the upper parts 
look back on earlier material. There is a sequential repeti-
tion of this pattern and then an inversion, but it is not a 







would have a tied note to bold. Now Beethoven is working for 
a climax ••• all strettos being exhausted, the theme now appears 
simultaneously in the higher and lower part, in regular and 
reverse motion. 
:;------- ~· 
A three part stretto appears: 
This ri"sing sequence clinches the whole argument of the 
fugue, for the subject enters again in the soprano, counter-
subject enters in the tenor, and then the voices interchange 
parts and the fugue ends. 
From bare on the three part writing is hard to trace; 
a cadenza appears which tends to retard the tempo, rhythm, 
har~ony; and dynamics. The theme of the coda section is 
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repeated until only the last germ of the theme is left. The 
alto and soprano imitate themselves and each other in varia-
tions, the original tempo is resumed where scale passages 
lead to all three parts giving out the first subject in oc-
taves. 
Beethoven, during the course of this fugue, manifests 
ttan unerring command of almost every kind of technical de-
vice, yet devises a work of great art, which must surely si-
lence all those critics who doubt his power to write a fugue.tt2Q 
Opus 110 
The finale of the Sonata in Ab major, Opus 110 is one 
of tbe most satisfying contrapuntal pieces in all the sonatas. 
' The "Arioso dolenten is considered as the starting point of 
this finale and immediately leads us into the fugue. The sub-
ject of this fugue is announced by the bass: 
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and contains two figures, (a) an open rising fourth, beard 
z.o 
- ·Job.n Cockshoot, Tbe Fuiue in Beethoven's Piano Music, 
(London: Routledge & Kegan Pau 1 1~9) p. 71. 
• 
tnree times in sequence; and {b) a complementary fill-in, 
falling fourth, which combine to give a very satisfactory 
outline. 
While the middle part gives a real answer the bass 
makes a counterpoint in third species with it. 
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The subJect seems to be altered slightly as the fugue pr0-
gresses. , The coda introduces the idea of syncopation and 
suspension which tends to relax the tenseness which could 
result from dotted quarters ••• against eighths. 
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From tbis excerpt it can be seen that the countersubject is 
not rigidly adhered to metbod.ically or rhythmically • . Now the 
bass is doubled in octaves giving the original subject on the 
dominant while two bars of the countersubject in the treble 
cross the middle part and are inverted in double counterpoint 
at tine twelfth. 
The subject follows in the middle voice, later in the treble, 
.•. 
then in the baas, while the treble gives snatches of the coun-
tersubject with suspensions and syncopation. Later the treble 
gives the subject and is imitated in the ba.ss. 
... poro 111arr. 
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Tbe treble carries downward for three sequential steps; this 
in turn is taken up by tbe bass which enters the subject on 
the dominant. It is harmonized in the tonic .and imitated in 
the upper octave. 
The treble enters as if the subject were to be complete, but 
carries tbe theme higher in sequence. This is imitated by 
the bass, and then when it reaches the octave falls into a 
G minor 6/4 chord, leading directly into the recapitulation 
of the Arioso. Here we have an example of how dramatic sonata-











Pictured below is the beginning of an arpeggio which 
leads directly into a development in G of the f ugue by in-
version. The middle voice enters with the subject while the 
treble picks up the answer immediately followed by the in-
verted subject in the bass. 
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The treble gives the inverted subject again, when suddenly 
the bass drifts into a diminution of the direct subject. 
I 
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This induces a change of accent which alters the theme con-
siderably. During the diminut i ons the treble has 'been giv-
ing an augmentation of the subject in even note lengths, so 
I 
that the diminutions act as decorative counterpoints to it. 
The augmented subject is now in C minor, and the bass 
answers it in that key, while the other parts deal with the 
diminution in sixths and thirds. Next follows a double di-
minution: 
which is a means of bringing back vitality, for as Tovey re-
marks, the fugue bas been vocal in style and these parts have 
begun to loose their identity. The tempo bas been retarded 
and the middle voice announces the inverted subject with its 
intervals enlarged from fourths to fifths, and from thirds to 






the bass inverting it. 
The final section of the fugue is heard as follows: 
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The bass enters with the normal subject which bas not been 
beard since the opening of the fugue; the midd~e increases 
in vitality resulting from the double diminution. The first 
three entries are announced in the same key, in the same forms, 
and by the same voices as at the opening of the fugue. By do-
ing so, Beethoven reconciles the fugue witb the usual claim 
of sonata style, that of recapitulation, but that he varies. 
Here is polyphony with a homophonic appearance and even oc-
casional four-part writing. A section in the manner of an 
episode follows, the music rises higher and higher, and fin-
ally counterpoint gives way and a final entry of the subject 














In the hid.den recesses of the deepest caverns and 
in the boundless depths of the fathomless waters, the 
Creator of our universe has deposited the most exquisite 
jewels and priceless gems. To Man, the greatest of His 
creatures, He has given the power and ability to discover 
these bidden treasures. Likewise, in the labyrinthine 
mentality of the human being, God bas given superior quali-
ties far surpassing the merely natural and material charac-
teristics of his sensual motivation. It is in the "fine 
arts" that this realm of the spiritual, of the rational 
being fructifies most luxuriantly. 
"Painting mirrors Life; Poetry fires the imagination; 
but the soul speaks only through Music." (Schiller). The 
first composer to realize this latter idea.L for the "lan-
guage of the angels" was Ludwig van Beethoven. To him, 
Music was the translation into sound of the mind of a man 
in a perfect pattern, to become a medium for personal, in-
timate expression. 
"Ohne Hast, ohne Rest" - the motto of Goethe is 
equally relevant to the mighty seer and leader of music, 
Beethoven. In studying the works of his predecssors, there 
was very little material which could be considered valuable 
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for one, who was in every respect an innovator in the magi-
cal world of Music. 
Throughout the perusal of the preceding chapters 
one must be cognizant of the fact that in the Piano Sonatas 
of Beethoven the philosophy of the art of sound bas come to 
full flower. If the pianoforte today dominates the whole 
field of instrumental music, it is due primarily to the 
works of this great master of melody. The seemingly "un-
important little trills and trifles" of his early sonatas 
were in reality the first auroral flushes of a new sunrise. 
He clothed the old language of music in a distinct style 
of idiom. These technical devices were the quest of a 
lifetime. The transitorial years (1812-1818) of his art 
were uniquely marked by this contrapuntal activation. As 
the unrivaled master of musical strategy, Beethoven in the 
development sections makes frequent use of modulation, frag-
mentation, reiteration, combination, segmentation. Several 
examples of these technical skills are embodied in the fore-
going chapters. 
Transcendent lyricism is the quality most charac-
teristic of Beethoven's latest works, all of which could 
be designated "great.• These final compositions are felt 
to represent one of the highest efforts of musical art to 
utter the deepest experiences of the human spirit. Because 
all earthly sounds were stilled for him, in the silence of 
llj 
his soul, be was attuned to the harmonies of heaven. Ori-
ginal - always and all ways - in his music, Beethoven's 
depth of thought quickened into newness of life in diverse 
and technic& devices. His tremendous sincerity and ser-
iousness of purpose made him attempt only what be felt to 
be worthy in itself and what be believed to be inherently 
true and beautiful. Of this his piano sonatas are defi-
nitely symbolic. 
"To know Beethoven is to know the heart of muaic," 
for in spite of defeats and doubts, his sonatas depict in 
sound the pilgrimage of man from weltschmerz to wisdom min-
gled with courage, resplendent with hope, culminating in 
the joy of Ewigkeit. 
His stupendous studies and wonderful works manifest 
the sincerity of his statement: "rowe it to myself, to 
mankind, and to the Almighty. I must write my music to the 
eternal glory of God." 
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